The Third Eye
The Inner Vision of Our 6th Chakra

Recap of Chakras

5TH CHAKRA Archetypal/Mentor Mind
4TH CHAKRA Astral Body / Mind
3RD CHAKRA Mental / Conscious Mind
2ND CHAKRA Emotional / Pain Body
1ST CHAKRA Instinctual / Subcoscious Mind

6TH CHAKRA
The Pineal gland
Celestial or Angelic Mind
Indigo Family / Indigo Ray
Perfect Ideas, Inner Vision, Clarity
SIRIAN Timelines and Star Races
Associated with the Design Crystal and Ajna Center in Human Design

The 6th Chakra, or the Third Eye Chakra (in Sanskrit, Ājñā, which means
“Command” or “monitoring center”), is located in the forehead above the
meeting point of the two eyebrows. Its main color is purple, and the element
it is associated with is light. It is the Chakra of perception and discrimination.

The next center is the pineal or indigo-ray center. Those
blocked in this center may experience a lessening of the
influx of intelligent energy due to manifestations which
appear as unworthiness. This is that of which you spoke. As
you can see, this is but one of many distortions due to the
several points of energy influx into the mind/body/spirit complex.
The indigo-ray balancing is quite central to the type of work
which revolves about the spirit complex, which has its influx
then into the transformation or transmutation of third density to
fourth density, it being the energy center receiving the leastdistorted outpourings of love/light from intelligent energy and
having also the potential for the key to the gateway of intelligent
infinity.
(Law of One 15.12)

Design Crystal – Ajna Center (mind)
This is the energy coming from our ancestors, our
DNA of our physical body and the subconscious
mind. It manifest the biogenetics of your body, or
the physicality of the form (Vehicle or Form)
Soul Center
An aspect of the original Yin Egg.
Map of our Life Story.
When out of alignment, this is how our dreams get
hijacked.
Portal deceptions, mind slides
Created 8 Hrs before father an mother came into
union for conception.
Fathers energy calls forth the Design Crystal from
the Earth. It contains the codes for our life story.
Holds the Epigenetics and the Morphogenetic
Field/Codes.
Creates your vehicle aka your body.

Only Attracts
Located in the
Heart / G Center
It is your
magnetic
resonance field
Gets pulled in at
the same time
as your Design
Crystal

Magnetic Monopole
Heart Center, Magnet Center, God Source Center
It only has the ability to attract. It has a negative charge and positive charge in
the pole, but only attracts…magnetic.
It is the place where the personality and design center are held together in
order to hold us and everything around us, together in the “illusion of
separation”
It connects us to our movement in time through space, guiding us along our
path or our geometry in life – what we would call our destiny.
THIS IS THE TRUE DRIVER

